Every day we evaluate and interact with others across a range of situations. Because human behavior is complex, it is not uncommon that information we gather about others is marked by ambivalence, for example, when we perceive a person as cold but competent. Often, we are forced to resolve such evaluative conflict toward a favorable (e.g. collaborate with this person) or unfavorable judgment (e.g. do not collaborate). In the current article, we extend existing literature by investigating how the brain facilitates these social decisions by weighing evaluative information in line with affordances of the situation. Importantly, we provide data suggesting that negative judgments can be considered the easier, 'default' response when experiencing evaluative conflict.

Social evaluations are influenced by aspects of the task or situation that provide goals in relation to which a person or object is evaluated. Thereby, situational affordances facilitate flexible, nuanced evaluations ([@ref10]; [@ref11]). In a recent study, we suggested that situational affordances can resolve evaluative conflict by prioritizing specific information; that is, we may judge someone positively in a specific situation despite knowing that the person also has negative features ([@ref38]). For example, we may judge a colleague who is charming and lazy positively when deciding whether to invite him or her to a social event because we prioritize the positive trait (charming) over the more negative one (lazy). Accordingly, affordances of the situation can also fail to resolve conflict if features of opposite valence remain relevant for the current judgment. For example, choosing whether to organize a social event with a friend who is charming and lazy makes both positively (i.e. charming) and negatively evaluated traits (i.e. lazy) important and evaluative conflict remains ([Figure 1](#f1){ref-type="fig"}). These situations of evaluative conflict and specifically how judgments are facilitated despite evaluative conflict are the focus of the current study.

![Proposed processing of evaluative information in line with situational affordances.](nsz045f1){#f1}

Cognitive conflict is traditionally studied in paradigms where a more salient, default response interferes with an objectively correct response (e.g. Stroop task and Eriksen Flanker task). Interestingly, there is no objectively correct response when conflict occurs between subjective evaluations, and the default response in these evaluative conflicts is unclear. We suggest that in such cases, negative judgments are the easier, default response based on two theoretical approaches. First, psychologists and neuroscientists have theorized that conflicts generate negative value (Botvinick, 2007; Braem et al., 2017; Dreisbach & Fischer, 2012; Inzlicht et al., 2015; Schouppe et al., 2015). For example, in a facial electromyographic study using a variant of the current impression formation paradigm, participants expressed less positive affect when ambivalent person information remained conflicted in the evaluation situation compared to when ambivalence was resolved (Nohlen et al., 2016). The negative value of conflict has also been suggested to extend to evaluations. Direct evidence comes from a study by Fritz &\\Dreisbach (2013), who showed that presenting conflict (incongruent Stroop) primes increases the number of negative judgments of neutral targets (words or Chinese pictographs) that followed these primes.

Second, some have argued for a greater impact of negative information on evaluations because it arguably outweighs positive information in terms of salience and outcome consequences ([@ref8]; [@ref43]; [@ref50]). For example, animals that are conflicted between approaching and avoiding a predator-infested water source tend to show avoidance behavior ([@ref17]). This bias may be due to the fact that ignoring negative information can instill higher costs (e.g. being eaten) than ignoring positive information (e.g. drinking water; [@ref40]). Similarly, negative judgments that insinuate avoidance in social situation (e.g. do not collaborate) could represent the 'safer choice' by maintaining the status quo when feeling torn between positive and negative evaluations (cf. [@ref12]).

A tendency toward negative social judgments on the basis of conflicting person information can thus be expected because they may be easier due to the negative value of conflict which influences evaluations (e.g. Botvinick, 2007; Fritz & Dreisbach, 2013), and because negative information arguably outweighs positive information in terms of salience and outcome consequences (Gray & McNaughton, 2000; Rozin & Royzman, 2001).

If negative judgments are the easier response in evaluative conflicts, positive judgments should be more effortful and take more time. Supporting this argument, research has shown that even though ambiguous (i.e. surprised) facial expressions are primarily judged as negative, positive judgments become more likely when participants take more time to evaluate the stimulus ([@ref24]; [@ref36]; [@ref37]). This suggests that overriding an initial negative response to interpret an ambiguous stimulus positively requires additional regulatory processes; we need to invest effort and actively attend to positive information ([@ref25], [@ref24]; [@ref53]).

Many models of control and executive functioning focus on the interaction of the anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) and dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC) to resolve such complex decision situations ([@ref1]; [@ref9]; [@ref45]). These domain-general regions are also more active in impression formation task when evaluations are updated with information that is inconsistent with prior information ([@ref31]; [@ref32]). Because of their engagement during many tasks, it has proven difficult to pinpoint the specific role of these regions. Interpretations of dorsal ACC's (dACC's) function thus vary from conflict monitoring ([@ref5]) and detection (e.g. [@ref9]) to violation of expectancies ([@ref51]), negative affect and pain ([@ref47]) or comparisons of value outcomes, to name a few ([@ref4]; [@ref18]; [@ref26]; [@ref44]). Even though there is thus some debate on the specifics of dACC functioning (e.g. [@ref14]; [@ref19]), it is widely agreed that dACC is engaged when tasks are more difficult and effortful as is, for example, the case when we have to form an integrative judgment from conflicting information ([@ref39]). Recently, the Expected Value of Control theory ([@ref48]) suggested that dACC has the role of a 'controller' that detects and signals an increased need for control through a cost--benefit analysis for optimal control allocation ([@ref19]; [@ref48]). Important in the current paradigm, these control-eliciting situations are often those in which one behavior, generally referred to as the default response, is suppressed in favor of another behavior that serves current goals better ([@ref14]; [@ref27]).

According to this idea, difficult choice situations signaled by the ACC are relayed to the DLPFC, which is critically involved in the implementation of control ([@ref6]). Specifically, DLPFC has been associated with biasing processing in line with salient goals, meaning that it is involved in attending to task-relevant information and selecting context-appropriate responses ([@ref2]; [@ref34]). Supporting this, Hughes *et al.* ([@ref20]) found both dACC and DLPFC to play a role in an intergroup social judgments task. A failure to engage these regions was associated with increased ingroup bias in that participants did not adjust their impression of ingroup members to incorporate negative information and stuck to their default (biased) response. Based on the idea that negative judgments are the default response in situations of evaluative conflict, positive judgments should represent a move away from the default response and thus be mediated by greater DLPFC and dACC activation.

Present research and hypotheses {#sec1}
===============================

The goal of our study was to investigate how the human brain facilitates social judgments when information is conflicting. Two aspects were central. First, we were interested in replicating our previous work showing the flexibility of ambivalent person evaluations with the idea that the same positive and negative person information elicits evaluative conflict in some but not in other situations ([@ref38]). Second, we examined the role of dACC and DLPFC in biasing evaluations toward positive or negative judgments when evaluative conflict remains. As far as we know, this is the first study investigating whether blood oxygen level-dependent (BOLD) signal can be related to the valence of social evaluations.

We used a novel forced-choice task in which participants judged target persons described by consistent (positive or negative) or ambivalent (positive and negative) traits in different situations that either allowed for prioritizing some traits over others (conflict is resolved) or not (conflict remains unresolved; cf. [@ref38]). If negative judgments of conflicting information are the default, we should find an interaction effect of the valence of social judgment (positive, negative) and the presence of evaluative conflict on BOLD signal. More specifically, dACC and DLPFC response should be stronger if participants experience evaluative conflict and override the default negative judgment and judge the person positively. Accordingly, weaker dACC and DLPFC activation should be related to negative judgments under evaluative conflict. If conflict does not have a negative value that influences evaluations, brain response to the valence of social judgments should be independent from conflict.

Methods {#sec2}
=======

Participants {#sec3}
------------

Participants were 20 adults (11 male, 9 female) in the age range of 18 to 29 years (*M* = 22.7; s.d., 2.60). Participants provided informed consent, had normal or corrected-to-normal vision, and had no history of neurological problems. Nineteen of 20 participants were right handed. All procedures were approved by the local ethical committee.

Design and procedure {#sec4}
--------------------

### Target persons {#sec5}

Two to 5 days before scanning, participants received descriptions of four male target persons that consisted of a list of traits and a short text to make the traits more memorable. One target was described by positive traits (friendly, charming, enthusiastic, intelligent), one by negative (dominant, jealous, lazy, dumb), and two by the combination of the two positive and two negative traits each (dominant, jealous, enthusiastic, intelligent; friendly, charming, lazy, dumb). The combinations of names and traits were counterbalanced across participants, and we used a pretest (*N* = 34; Supplementary Material S1) to ensure that the trait combinations were evaluated as positive, negative or ambivalent. Participants memorized the combinations of names and traits before coming to the laboratory and were verbally tested on recall during take-in. If participants were not able to recall the traits and names of the targets, they were given additional time to learn them. Because we did not want differences in knowledge of the name--trait combinations to introduce noise in the data, exposure to the pairs may have varied between participants. Post-relearning, all participants were able to quickly recall the combinations when prompted.

### Evaluation situations {#sec6}

The four target persons were evaluated in 21 different situations (cf. [@ref38]). All situations were combined with each of the four target persons (84 trials). Based on a pretest (S1), situations were selected that varied in the degree to which they resolved conflict between ambivalent trait information by prioritizing a subset of either positive or negative traits. In the pretest, we used a one-item adaptation of [@ref41]) subjective ambivalence scale, which assesses experienced conflict by asking participants to evaluate the degree to which they experienced 'mixed feelings and/or thoughts' toward each target person (described by their specific traits) in each of the different evaluation situations on a scale ranging from 0 (not at all) to 100 (very much). Results were used to categorize the combinations of ambivalent target persons and evaluation situations as representing either situationally resolved ambivalent (2 target persons × 10 situations = 20 trials), or unresolved ambivalent judgments (2 target persons × 11 situations = 22 trials), resulting in three critical trial types based on the combination of person traits and evaluation situation ([Figure 2B](#f2){ref-type="fig"}). Note that the situation did not have to resolve conflict when targets were described by positive or negative (i.e. consistent) traits; they elicited unconflicted judgments across all situations (2 target persons × 21 situations = 42 trials). Whether situations resolved conflict between ambivalent target information was dependent on the specific target; the same situation could thus be categorized as situationally resolved ambivalent for one target and unresolved for another (Supplementary Material S2 for all stimuli).^1^ Additionally, a manipulation check was added to this study to test whether this categorization was successful (see [Manipulation checks](#sec8){ref-type="sec"}).

![(A) Timing sequence of an experimental trial. (B) Example trial of each trial type.](nsz045f2){#f2}

Social Judgment task {#sec7}
--------------------

### Functional magnetic resonance imaging social judgment task {#sec30}

In the scanner, participants indicated their judgment ('yes,' 'no') to each combination of target person and evaluation situation by pressing one of two buttons with their right index and middle finger. Choice labels were counterbalanced between participants. Participants completed one functional run of 84 randomly presented trials with a 5 s break after every 21 trials. Trials started with a fixation cross (500 ms), and stimuli were presented until participants responded. After the response, participants saw a white dot on a black screen with varying presentation times (min, 4000 ms; max, 6600 ms) before the next trial ([Figure 2A](#f2){ref-type="fig"}). Responses were recoded so that yes responses represent positive judgments and no responses represent negative judgments of the person in that situation.

### Manipulation checks {#sec8}

#### Before scanning: assessing ambivalence toward target persons {#sec9}

To confirm that information about the target persons was indeed perceived as consistent or conflicted, we assessed experienced ambivalence toward the four target persons with the subjective ambivalence scale ([@ref41]). This scale assesses psychological conflict with three items anchored with 'Toward this person I... have completely one-sided feelings/feel no conflict/feel no indecision' (0) and 'have mixed feelings/feel maximum conflict/maximum indecision' (100). Participants responded on a slider without numeric labels (α = 0.71). Ambivalence was calculated by taking the mean of these questions.^2^

#### After scanning: assessing ambivalence toward each target person in each situation {#sec10}

To verify that we correctly categorized the combinations of person information and evaluation situation as conflicting or conflict resolved on the basis of pretest data, participants indicated their ambivalence toward each target person in each situation using the same scale ([@ref41]; e.g. 'I have mixed feelings/feel conflict/feel indecision about collaborating with X'). Responses were given on a slider (0--100) without numeric labels (α = 0.93).^3^

Magnetic resonance imaging data acquisition {#sec11}
-------------------------------------------

Imaging was conducted with a 3.0-T Philips Achieva scanner at the Spinoza Centre for Neuroimaging in Amsterdam. Head motion was limited by placing foam inserts around the head inside the head coil. Stimuli were presented using E-Prime and projected onto a screen in the magnet bore, which participants could see through a mirror attached to the head coil. Functional data were obtained using T2\*-weighted echo-planar imaging in one event-related run (84 trials). The first two dummy scans were removed to allow for equilibration of T1 saturation effects \[time repetition (TR), 2 s; time echo (TE), 28 ms; voxel size, 3 × 3 × 3 mm; field of view (FOV), 240\^2\]. A high-resolution T1-weighted sagittal scan was collected as anatomical reference (TR, 9.56 s; TE, 4.6 s; voxel size, 1.2 × 1.2 × 1.2; FOV, 224\^2).

Functional magnetic resonance imaging preprocessing {#sec12}
---------------------------------------------------

Data were preprocessed using FEAT (FMRI Expert Analysis Tool) Version 6.00, part of FMRIB's Software Library (FSL, [www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl](http://www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl)). Data were corrected for motion using FMRIB's Linear Image Registration Tool (MCFLIRT; (FSL's Motion Correction using FMRIB's Linear Image Registration Tool; [@ref22]); the brain was extracted using FSL's Brain Extraction Tool (BET; [@ref49]) and spatially smoothed using a Gaussian kernel (full width at half maximum \[FWHM\] = 5 mm). The four-dimensional data set was grand-mean intensity normalized by a single multiplicative factor. We applied a high-pass temporal filter (Gaussian-weighted least-squares straight line fitting, with σ = 50 s). Registration to standard space images was carried out using FLIRT ([@ref22]; [@ref23]).

Results {#sec13}
=======

Behavior analysis {#sec14}
-----------------

### Manipulation checks {#sec15}

#### Before scanning: assessing ambivalence toward target persons. {#sec16}

Results on the subjective ambivalence scale confirmed that the combination of traits successfully created unconflicted (consistent) or conflicted evaluations of the target persons independent of evaluation situation. Participants experienced less conflict regarding persons described by positive or negative traits (*M*~consistent~ = 11.03, SE~consistent~ = 2.24) than toward those described by positive and negative traits \[*M*~ambivalent~ = 40.67, SE~ambivalent~ = 3.13; *t*(19) = −8.610, *P* \< 0.001, *r* = 0.89\].

#### During scanning: response behavior {#sec17}

In line with the categorization, target persons described by positive traits were evaluated positively in 416 of 420 trials (99%) independent of evaluation situation, and negatively described targets were evaluated negatively in 399 of 420 trials (95%). Correspondingly, judgments were mixed when target persons were described by positive and negative traits; positive judgments were given in 433 of 840 trials (51.5%) and negative judgments in the remaining 407 trials (48.5%). Splitting ambivalent trials according to situational resolution of conflict showed that negative judgments were given in 181 of the 400 conflict-resolved ambivalent trials (45.3%) and in 226 of the 440 unresolved ambivalent trials (51.4%). This difference was significant in that participants judged ambivalent target persons negatively more often when conflict remained unresolved (51.4%) compared to when it was situationally resolved \[45.3%; *F*(1,19) = 8.09*, P* = 0.01, *η*~p~^2^ = 0.30\].

#### After scanning: assessing ambivalence toward each target person in each situation {#sec18}

We assessed experienced conflict toward target persons in each evaluation situation to verify the pretest-based categorization between situations that resolved conflict and those that did not. Results confirmed the expected main effect of trial type \[consistent, situationally resolved ambivalent, situationally unresolved ambivalent; *F*(1.27,24.14) = 33.13, *P* \< 0.001, *η*~p~^2^ = 0.64 (Greenhouse--Geisser corrected)\]. Experienced ambivalence toward unconflicted trials (*M*~consistent~ = 7.96, SE~consistent~ = 2.5) was lower than toward conflict-resolved ambivalent trials (*M*~AmbResolv~ = 23.16, SE~AmbResolv~ = 3.00; *P* \< 0.001), which was lower than ambivalence toward conflict-unresolved ambivalent trials (*M*~AmbUnresolv~ = 31.15, SE~AmbUnresolv~ = 3.74, *P* \< 0.001). The pattern of results provides confidence in the categorization into three trial types by combining trait information with evaluation situations.

### Decision times {#sec19}

The time it takes to make a judgment provides an indication of judgment difficulty. To confirm that judgments were more difficult when conflict was not situationally resolved and to verify that negative judgments are easier when experiencing conflict, we conducted a repeated-measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) comparing decision times between trial type (consistent, resolved ambivalent, unresolved ambivalent) and the judgment participants provided (positive, negative). Expectedly, trial type influenced decision times \[*F*(2,38) = 37.89, *P* \< 0.001, *η*~p~^2^ = 0.66\]; participants were quickest to evaluate persons with consistent traits (*M*~consistent~ = 2.73 s, SE~consistent~ = 0.13 s) and somewhat slower when traits were conflicted but resolved by situational affordances (*M*~AmbResolv~ = 3.84 s, SE~AmbResolv~ = 0.28 s; *P* \< 0.001). Judgments took longest when traits were conflicted and remained conflicted in the evaluation situation (*M*~AmbUnresolv~ = 4.20 s, SE~AmbUnresolv~ = 0.31 s; *P* = 0.02), suggesting that these were experienced as most difficult. As expected, there was no main effect of response behavior, and participants were equally quick in providing negative and positive judgments \[*F*(1,19) = 1.53, *P* = 0.23\].

Critically, we found the expected interaction of response behavior and trial type \[*F*(2,38) = 6.54, *P* = 0.004, *η*~p~^2^ = 0.26\]. Confirming that negative judgments of conflicting stimuli are the easier response, decision times were quicker when participants judged situationally conflicting targets negatively (*M*~AmbUnresolvNeg~ = 3.95 s, SE~AmbUnresolvNeg~ = 0.30 s) than positively (*M*~AmbUnresolvPos~ = 4.45 s, SE~AmbUnresolvPos~ = 0.34 s; *P* = 0.03). In line with hypotheses, no difference in decision times between positive and negative judgments was found for ambivalent stimuli when situational affordances resolved conflict (*P* = 0.24). Regarding consistent stimuli, positive judgments were made faster (*M*~consistentPos~ = 2.59 s, SE~consisten*t*Pos~ = 0.12 s) than negative judgments (*M*~consistentNeg~ = 2.88 s, SE~consistentNeg~ = 0.16 s), *P* = 0.03.

![Interaction effect of trial type and response behavior in the whole-brain MLM analysis (Montreal Neurological Institute \[MNI\] coordinates: *x* = 12, *y* = −6, *z* = 18). Activation thresholded at *P* = 0.005 (red) and *P* = 0.001 (yellow). The left side of the brain is shown on the right side and vice versa.](nsz045f3){#f3}

Image analysis {#sec20}
--------------

### Whole brain: multilevel model {#sec21}

Because we differentiated trials on the basis of subjects\' judgments, we dealt with an unequal number of observations in each cell of the study design. To estimate the effect of trial type and subjects\' judgment simultaneously, we thus constructed a multilevel model (MLM) that can deal with such unbalanced designs. Using AFNI's 3dDeconvolve function, we obtained β estimates for BOLD response magnitude for each voxel and trial by modeling functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) time series with individual trial regressors based on onset times for stimulus presentation (<https://afni.nimh.nih.gov/;-stim_times_IM>; see [@ref30]; [@ref35]; [@ref52] for similar approaches). Decision times were included as duration modulation. Trial type and response behavior were coded as categorical variables. Using R ([@ref42]), we then modeled fMRI BOLD from the three trial types (consistent, resolved ambivalent, unresolved ambivalent), the judgments participants made (response behavior: positive *vs* negative judgment) and their interaction, with random intercepts on the subject level at each voxel to account for the repeated measures design (lme4-package; [@ref3]). Categorical variables were automatically dummy coded in the analysis, and in order to examine the effects of the two degrees of freedom simultaneously, we used the ANOVA function in the car library (car-package; [@ref15]).

We observed a significant interaction between the effect of trial type and response behavior on brain activation in several regions, including bilateral DLPFC and dACC as hypothesized ([Figure 3](#f3){ref-type="fig"}). For our analyses, we used an a priori threshold of *P* \< 0.005 with a cluster size of 25 ([@ref29]) to balance Type I and Type II errors. However, all effects of interest were significant at a more stringent threshold and are more accessibly presented using a threshold of *P* \< 0.001 with a cluster size of 25 ([Table 1](#TB1){ref-type="table"}). For the ease of presentation, we use this more stringent threshold in the main paper for presentational purposes and place the full list of activations at the original threshold in the Supplementary Material S3.^4^

###### 

Regions that showed a significant interaction effect of trial type and response behavior in the whole-brain MLM (*P* \< 0.001, uncorrected)

  Anatomical region                      Laterality   Voxels   *F*-value   *x*   *y*   *z*
  -------------------------------------- ------------ -------- ----------- ----- ----- -----
  Dorsal PFC/IFG, BA 45                  R            1406     38.7        18    78    46
                                         L            589      31.0        67    81    48
  dACC/SFG, BA 6                         L/R          816      32.7        44    72    62
  Orbitofrontal cortex                   R            215      27.6        25    75    33
  Insula                                 L            104      32.2        59    75    35
  Precuneous cortex                      L/R          641      29.4        48    26    56
  Posterior cingulate gyrus                           40       20.4        44    48    49
  Superior lateral occipital cortex      R            145      26.1        24    35    62
                                         R            98       30.5        28    28    65
                                         L            84       28.8        61    34    62
                                         R            32       23.2        29    24    58
  Lateral occipital pole/visual cortex                53       20.7        59    13    31
  Cerebellum                             L            31       17.5        50    22    22
  Premotor cortex, BA6                   L            25       21.3        55    61    73

*Notes*. Only clusters that exceed a minimum size of 25 voxels are shown. Voxel coordinates of the maximally activated voxels are given.

IFG, inferior frontal gyrus PFC, prefrontal cortex; SFG, superior frontal gyrus.

![Activation in right DLPFC (A) and dACC (B) by trial type and response behavior.](nsz045f4){#f4}

ROI analysis {#sec22}
------------

### Simple effects {#sec23}

*Post hoc* tests were conducted in SPSS on the DLPFC and dACC regions from the MLM analysis to decompose the interaction effect of trial type and response behavior. For each cluster, we extracted the β estimates for each trial and participant that were used to run the whole-brain MLM analysis. We averaged estimates across voxels for each trial and participant within each cluster. Note that the following analysis is applied to interpret the significant interaction effect by testing simple effects, not to run the same analysis on a subset of the data ([@ref28]).

#### DLPFC {#sec24}

In line with expectations, we observed greater DLPFC activation for positive than negative judgments only when target persons were described by ambivalent traits and evaluative conflict remained unresolved by the situation in which the evaluation took place (right DLPFC, left DLPFC: *P* \< 0.001; [Figure 4A](#f4){ref-type="fig"}). When target traits were ambivalent but affordances resolved conflict, results showed no difference in DLPFC activation for positive and negative judgments (right DLPFC: *P* = 0.67; left DLPFC: *P* = 0.82). Activation in DLPFC was weaker when participants made positive compared to negative judgments when target traits were consistent (right DLPFC: *P* = 0.009; left DLPFC: *P* = 0.02).

#### dACC {#sec25}

The pattern of activation in the dACC mirrored DLPFC activation. When trials elicited (unresolvable) evaluative conflict, dACC activation was stronger when participants judged the person positively than negatively (*P* \< 0.001; [Figure 4B](#f4){ref-type="fig"}). We found no difference for judgment valence in dACC response to ambivalent target persons when affordances resolved conflict (*P* = 0.79). Finally, judging consistently described target persons negatively was associated with greater dACC activation than judging them positively (*P* = 0.05).

In a follow-up analysis, we verified that these effects cannot be ascribed to differences in decision times. Including decision times did not eliminate the critical interaction between trial type and response behavior on DLPFC activation \[right: χ^2^(2) = 22.63, *P* = 1.22e−05; left: χ^2^(2) = 21.95, *P* = 1.71e−05; Type III Wald\] and on dACC activation \[χ^2^(2) = 14.65, *P* = 0.0007; see Supplementary Material S5 for details\].

### Explaining response behavior from variation in BOLD within trial type {#sec26}

A more stringent test of the hypothesis that dACC and DLPFC signal under evaluative conflict is related to going with or against the default evaluation is to test the relationship between judgment behavior and BOLD variability within different trial types while controlling for differences between participants and trial type. If we find that greater (weaker) DLPFC (dACC) activation is related to a greater likelihood of positive (negative) judgments---only within situationally unresolved ambivalent trials---we solidify the claim that positive judgments of conflicting information are more effortful. Compared to the previous analysis in which we found that positive judgments are in general related to greater DLPFC (dACC) response in situationally unresolved ambivalent trials across participants, this analysis looks for the relationship within participants and trial types. To test this, DLPFC (dACC) activation and decision times were centered within participant and trial type. Using R, trial type (consistent, resolved ambivalent, unresolved ambivalent), centered BOLD response and centered decision time effects, as well as their interaction with trial type, were modeled in a multilevel-model nested within subject. Trial type was coded as a categorical variable. Testing the interaction between centered BOLD response and trial type while controlling for decision times thus allows us to test whether response behavior can be explained by variation in BOLD signal in each type of trial. For readability, the discussion of the results focuses on the predicted interaction between BOLD response and trial type. Other effects are reported in the notes.

#### DLPFC^5^ {#sec27}

Most critically, we found that variation in DLPFC activation predicted response behavior dependent on trial type \[χ^2^(2) = 22.16, *P* = 1.54e−05; left DLPFC: χ^2^(2) = 21.73, *P* = 1.91e−05\]. As can be seen in [Figure 5](#f5){ref-type="fig"}, DLPFC activation had little effect on the valence of judgments when target persons\' traits were consistent or the situation resolved ambivalence. When target traits were ambivalent and situational affordances did not resolve conflict, however, comparatively lower DLPFC activation was related to a greater likelihood of negative judgments and positive judgments were more likely under greater DLPFC activation. This supports our suggestion that negative judgments are easier when judging ambivalent targets, whereas greater DLPFC activation is necessary to bias toward more favorable judgments.

![Likelihood of positive and negative social judgments within each trial type on the basis of centered brain activation in right DLPFC (A), left DLPFC (B) and dACC (C). Shaded areas represent 95% confidence intervals.](nsz045f5){#f5}

#### dACC^6^ {#sec28}

The analysis was repeated for the dACC, again examining the interaction between centered dACC signal and trial type while controlling for decision times. The results mirrored the effect of DLPFC activation. Most importantly, variation in dACC activation within trial type condition predicted response behavior differently for different trial types \[χ^2^(2) = 14.92, *P* = 0.0006; [Figure 5C](#f5){ref-type="fig"}). However, the pattern was less clear than in DLPFC.

Discussion {#sec29}
==========

In the current study, we investigated how the brain facilitates social judgments when person information is conflicting. We made two claims. First, we put forward that social evaluations are dynamic and have situational dependency ([@ref11]; [@ref38]). Second, we hypothesized that people have a tendency toward negative evaluations under evaluative conflict. To investigate this, our paradigm compared social judgments of people described by consistent or ambivalent trait information across different situations. Our findings confirm that social judgments of the same person vary across situations. Dependent on the situation in which the person was evaluated, ambivalent trait information elicited or failed to elicit evaluative conflict as represented in self-report, decision times and brain activation. Importantly, decision time and brain data converged in support of the hypothesis that negative evaluations are easier when experiencing evaluative conflict; participants were faster to make negative than positive judgments. Crucially, positive judgments were associated with greater DLPFC and dACC activation than negative judgments even when controlling for decision time, suggesting that differences in response magnitude are not simply an effect of processing time. Moreover, the variability of participants\' DLPFC and dACC activation predicted the likelihood of positive and negative judgments only within evaluative conflict trials. The study thus provides converging evidence suggesting that saying no is easier than saying yes when experiencing evaluative conflict.

Our findings complement and extend prior work in a number of ways. Related work has focused on the negative value of response conflict, for example, showing that the negative value of conflict primes translates to negative judgments of following neutral targets ([@ref16]). The current study extends this line of research showing that negative value of conflict translates to faster negative evaluations of the conflict stimulus itself. Additionally, whereas previous studies focused primarily on the negative value of response conflicts, we focused on evaluative conflict in the traditional sense, which requires the presence of conflict between positive and negative valence (i.e. ambivalence). Thereby, it provides a stringent test of the idea that negative evaluations of conflict-eliciting stimuli can be considered the default response, whereas positive evaluations require more control.

Important to note is that, even though we observed more negative judgments when participants experienced evaluative conflict compared to when they did not (on the basis of the same ambivalent person information), there was an equal number of positive and negative judgments within high conflict trials. In line with others ([@ref53]), we suggest that overriding negative interpretations of ambiguous or conflicting information in favor of a positive interpretation requires regulatory processes. That is, even though negative judgments were easier, participants regularly seem to exert effort in favor of positive judgments. However, it is as yet unclear what motivates people to exert this effort and bias their judgment.

To our knowledge, this is also the first study that related the likelihood of positive or negative judgments of conflicting information to dACC and DLPFC activity. Negative judgments were made quicker, and weaker dACC and DLPFC response in trials eliciting evaluative conflict was linked to a greater likelihood of negative judgments, whereas stronger dACC and DLPFC response predicted a greater likelihood of positive judgments. Greater activation in dACC on trials eliciting evaluative conflict could be a prerequisite for implementing control and processing changes in DLPFC toward a more favorable judgment. However, the similar activation pattern observed here makes claims regarding their individual contribution challenging. Our interpretation is based on prior work suggesting that both regions play important roles in behavioral flexibility with dACC signaling the need for behavior adjustment, which is critically implemented by the DLPFC (e.g. [@ref19]). In social evaluation tasks, regions in the lateral prefrontal cortex have been linked to updating initial impressions with incongruent information ([@ref33]). For example, Bhanji and Beer (2013) demonstrated that modifying impressions toward a more favorable (i.e. positive) judgment is linked to parametrically increasing engagement of a region within lateral prefrontal cortex. Similar to our suggestion, they interpret this increased engagement as a reflection of cognitive effort. We argue that the engagement of DLPFC when changing one's social judgment is not linked to the valence (i.e. positivity) of the evaluation *per se* but dependent on whether the evaluation moves away from the default response. For example, [@ref20]) showed that engagement of DLPFC was related to incorporating negative information about positively evaluated ingroup members. Since it is not the valence of the evaluation but the movement away from the default response that engages DLPFC, and since positive evaluations of ingroup members are the default response, integrating negative information into the evaluation of an ingroup member requires more effort similar to moving toward a positive evaluation when experiencing evaluative conflict in our task. This may also suggest some interesting boundary conditions worthy of future investigation. Whereas we suggest that it is easier to evaluate individuals negatively based on conflicting information, there are likely situations under which this effect may be diminished or even reversed due to motives of the evaluator. Situational factors such as group membership, one's need to belong or stressful social situations (e.g. ostracism) may influence our interpretation and value judgment of certain traits as well as our global evaluation of another person. For example, when we feel socially rejected or lonely, we may be more inclined to evaluate another person positively despite conflicting trait information, thus shifting the default response to evaluatively conflicting information from negative to positive. Additionally, when evaluating ingroup and outgroup members on the basis of the same conflicting trait information, it may be relatively easier to judge an ingroup member positively because group membership carries positive value and we may process negative information about ingroup members in a biased manner (cf. [@ref20]).

Usually, research into cognitive conflicts and the role of dACC and DLPFC in executive functioning is tested with non-social tasks in which perceptual or response conflict is correctly resolved by actively attending to and regulating behavior. Our study shows that the role of dACC and DLPFC in guiding behavior flexibly in more low-level cognitive control tasks also maps onto more complex tasks in which people have to search memory and weigh information in line with situational affordances. However, an important aspect of our study design was that participants were forced to provide a positive or negative judgment. By forcing a single-factor solution from evaluatively contradicting information, we created an evaluation situation in which neither response option fits participants\' evaluation of the stimulus. Even though this approach mirrors many real-life situations, it prevents us from pulling apart possibly separate fMRI responses to evaluative conflicts and response conflicts. The distinction is less relevant for the current study since we were interested in the interaction between the presence of conflict and the judgment provided. However, independent of judgment valence, it may be that dACC response was partly driven either by the difficulty to choose between two unfitting response options or by the evaluative conflict that the stimulus elicits independently of choice. Future studies may investigate this further by comparing forced-choice situations with situations in which participants can indicate mixed evaluation toward an evaluatively conflicted stimulus.

Conclusions {#sec30a}
===========

The current study shows that social evaluations are dynamic and form in a particular situation, with a particular goal in mind. Complex and conflicted stimulus representations can be resolved by situational prioritization of information. Extending the work on conflicts as negative signals, the findings indicate that when prioritization fails to resolve conflict, negative judgments of conflicting stimuli are easier than positive judgments as indicated by decision times and engagement of dACC and DLPFC.

Notes. {#sec32}
======

Given the traits and situations included in the study, a majority of the judgments related to the competence of the target person in a given situation (Supplementary Material S2).Participants additionally rated how positively (negatively) they evaluated each target persons\' most positive (negative) traits on a scale ranging from not at all (0) to very (100). Ratings were combined in line with Thompson Zanna, and Griffin (1995): Ambivalence = (Pos + Neg)/2 −\|Pos − Neg\|. This measure has been moved to the notes due to word constraints and because we expected the same pattern of results as on the subjective ambivalence scale. Results on this measure indeed confirmed the other self-report results that targets described by mixed traits elicited more ambivalence (*M* = 48.05, SE = 5.14) than did targets described by consistent traits \[*M* = −30.21, SE = 4.61; *t*(19) = −9.405, *P* \< 0.001, *r* = 0.91\].For exploratory reasons, participants also responded to the same questions presented in the scanner on a continuous scale ranging from definitely not (0) to definitely yes (100). This measure was not analyzed for this study.We verified the results of the MLM by running an ANOVA. Note that because of the unbalanced design, ANOVA is inferior to MLM in this case. This analysis resulted in similar findings; the details can be found in the Supplementary Material S4.Activation in right DLPFC explained response behavior \[χ^2^(1) = 4.47, *P* = 0.03; left DLPFC: χ^2^(1) = 6.50, *P* = 0.01\] next to decision times \[χ^2^(1) = 10.75, *P* = 0.001; left DLPFC: χ^2^(1) = 9.48, *P* = 0.002\]. Whereas there was no main effect of trial type on the valence of the judgments participants made, we observed that the effect of decision time on the direction of judgments depended on trial type \[χ^2^(2) = 16.69, *P* = 0.0002; left DLPFC: χ^2^(2) = 14.89, *P* = 0.0006\].We observed that the direction of response behavior could be explained by (participant- and valence-centered) activation in dACC \[χ^2^(1) = 3.70, *P* = 0.05\] next to (participant- and valence-centered) decision times \[χ^2^(1) = 9.35, *P* = 0.002\]. Variation in decision times also predicted the valence of judgments dependent on trial type \[χ^2^(2) = 15.21, *P* = 0.0005\].

Supplementary Material
======================

###### 

Click here for additional data file.
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